KickStart
Toolkit
Inside you will find heaps of resources
and helpful tools to kick off the new
school year with the Crunch&Sip®
program front of mind
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About Crunch&Sip®
Crunch&Sip® is a Cancer Council WA nutrition program available to all Western Australian
primary schools. The Crunch&Sip® program provides a set time during the school day for
students to re-fuel with vegetables and fruit and drink water in the classroom, which is
an easy way to help kids stay healthy and happy.

Why Crunch&Sip®?
The number of Australian kids who are eating enough vegetables each day
remains very low. In fact, research shows that only one in every 16 children eat
the recommended daily serves of vegetables. The Crunch&Sip® program was
developed to provide WA children with an opportunity to increase these
numbers and reach for more vegetables and fruit, and sip on more water.
The benefits of your school or classroom participating in Crunch&Sip® include:
• An opportunity to increase fruit and vegetable consumption in your school.
• Keeping kids hydrated by allowing water breaks in class.
• Access to a variety of school grants.
• Encouraging children to be adventurous and try new fruit & veg.
• Supporting learning and concentration.
• Access to free school nutrition events and learning resources.
• Access to Crunch&Sip® mascots to attend your school events.
• Free parent nutrition sessions.
Our KickStart Toolkit has been developed to help schools kick off the new school year
with the Crunch&Sip® program front of mind. The Toolkit contains heaps of resources
and useful tools you can choose from to ensure the program is fun, easy, and
engaging in your school or classroom.
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KickStart

Crunch&Sip® checklist
Don’t forget to remind parents and students
of the benefits of participating in Crunch&Sip®
and how it works.
Check your nominated Crunch&Sip® coordinator
contacts details are up to date.
Download or order Crunch&Sip® posters and display
them around your school.
Order Crunch&Sip® parent brochures and magnets
and hand them out to parents.
Digitally promote Crunch&Sip® through your
newsletter or social media platforms using our
downloadable inserts and tiles.
Hold a classroom or whole of school Crunch&Sip®
challenge.
Incorporate vegetable and fruit-themed activities
into your classroom.
Book a Packed with Goodness session to help extend
the messages to the lunchbox and the home.
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Posters, flyers
and magnets

CRUNCH THE RAINBOW

CRUNCH THE RAINBOW

Choose a variety of colourful fresh fruits and vegetables
for Crunch&Sip® to fill your body with goodness!

Choose a variety of colourful fresh fruits and vegetables
for Crunch&Sip® to fill your body with goodness!
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www.crunchandsip.com.au

www.crunchandsip.com.au
07/2019

07/2019

Crunch the rainbow poster
- apple (A3)

Crunch&Sip® has a suite of posters and flyers
you can download or order to display in your
classroom or around your school to support
participation in the program.

Crunch the rainbow poster
- capsicum (A3)
15 Ways to Crunch&Sip®
1

12

ORDER NOW
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Cherry
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corn
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Radish
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Mushrooms

It’s time for

Crunch&Sip

®

10/2019

Carrot
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Baby
Cucumber

crunchandsip.com.au
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Western Australian kids crunch on veg and fruit and sip water every day
as part of Crunch&Sip®. Make sure you Crunch&Sip® today!

Sugar
snap peas

2

Celery

6

Corn cob

Cauliflower

13
Frozen
peas

12

15
Capsicum

14

Broccoli
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It’s time for Crunch&Sip® poster (A3)

15 ways to Crunch&Sip® poster (A3)
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Tips!

What to pack for

Chopped
Fill a container with
chopped vegetables or fruit
such as cucumber or capsicum
sticks, broccoli bits or chopped
melon. Don’t forget a fork
for juicy vegetables
and fruit!

Grab and go

Chop small whole fruit and vegetables
like grapes and cherry tomatoes into
halves or quarters for younger children
to reduce the choking hazard.

Canned

Finger foods
Pack sugar snap peas,
cherry tomatoes, corn
kernels, grapes or
strawberries in a
container.

Water

Fresh is the preferred
choice but canned vegies,
or fruit canned in juice or
water is OK sometimes.
Don’t forget to pack
a spoon!

Dried
Not allowed

Posters, flyers
and magnets

All other foods and drinks are not permitted for Crunch&Sip® including:
• other drinks (e.g. fruit or vegetable juices)
• fruit or vegetable products (e.g. fruit leather, popcorn, fruit or
vegetable breads)
• fruit canned in syrup or jelly or with artificial sweeteners
• flavoured or marinated canned and bottled vegetables

Parent reminder magnet (A5)

Make sure the vegies and fruit you
pack for Crunch&Sip® are low mess
and quick and easy to eat. Pre-chopped
vegies are ideal and can be prepared
ahead of time. They will stay fresh if
stored in an airtight container with a
wet paper towel in the fridge.

Bite sized pieces for little ones

A whole carrot,
celery stick or apple
is perfect for older
kids - no chopping
required!

A clean bottle
filled with plain
water.

Be prepared

Dried fruit like sultanas
or apricots are allowed for
Crunch&Sip® but should be
limited. This is because dried
fruit clings to teeth and is a
concentrated source of sugar,
increasing the risk
of tooth decay.

Hygiene
Wash vegetables and fruit. Make
sure that your child’s water bottle is
cleaned regularly and clearly marked
with their name.

Crunch the rainbow
Choosing different coloured vegetables
and fruits keeps it interesting and is also
good for health! Go red with tomatoes
or strawberries, green with snow peas
or pears, orange with capsicum or a
mandarin, purple with purple carrots or
grapes, and white with cauliflower or
bananas.

Take the veg pledge
Research shows that while most kids
eat enough fruit, only 6% consume
enough vegetables. Sending vegetables
for Crunch&Sip® is a great way to
develop healthy habits and boost
this statistic!

Crunch&Sip® information brochure (A5)

Class Tally
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

What time is our Crunch&Sip® break?

Names

Crunch&Sip® has a suite of posters and flyers
you can download or order to display in your
classroom or around your school to support
participation in the program.

ORDER NOW

Tick the box to show if vegies and/or fruit were eaten during the Crunch&Sip© break and if water was consumed throughout the day.

Crunch&Sip

®

www.crunchandsip.com.au

Don’t forget to pack Crunch&Sip® and tally chart (A2)
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Social media
KickStart the school year by reminding your school
community of Crunch&Sip® by scheduling social
media posts that highlight the program and its many
benefits. Use some of our social media assets and the
blurbs attached, or feel free to create your own.
You could also create your own post by taking photos
of your students crunching and sipping in their
classrooms.
We love to see your pictures and stories so be sure
you use #crunchandsip and tag @crunchandsipbreak
on Facebook and @crunch&sip on Instagram in
any posts or photos of your school participating
in Crunch&Sip® events or activities. Alternatively,
you can send some of your images to us via email
schools@cancerwa.asn.au.
Don’t forget to follow us on Facebook and Instagram
to stay up to date with all things Crunch&Sip®, as well
as stay in touch with classroom activities and nutrition
ideas and information.
@crunchandsipbreak
www.facebook.com/crunchandsipbreak
@crunchandsip
www.instagram.com/crunchandsip

DOWNLOAD NOW
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Crunch on vegetables!

Foods allowed for Crunch&Sip®

This term our school is encouraging families to get excited about
eating vegies by packing them as often as possible for Crunch&Sip®.

Crunch&Sip® is a break that encourages kids to reach for vegies, fruits and water to refuel in the classroom.
Support these healthy behaviours by only providing foods from the “Allowed” list below.

Why vegetables?

ALLOWED
Raw or fresh vegies

Dips, jams, or jellies

Cooked vegies

Processed fruit products (straps, roll-ups, bars)

Benefits of eating vegies for Crunch&Sip®

Raw or fresh fruit

Vegie or potato crisps or chips

Tinned fruit in water or juice only

Baked goods (pies, cakes, fritters, quiches)

Dried Fruit - in limited amounts

Grain snacks (popcorn, crackers)

Water

Any drinks other than plain water

• Vegetables contain lots of vitamins, minerals and dietary fibre which help promote healthy growth and development.
• Vegetables can be a very cost-effective option - a serve of carrots or celery costs less than 30c!
• Do you have a fussy eater? When kids see their peers eating different foods, they are more likely to join in and try
something new.

We encourage you to support us in this initiative by
providing a healthy snack of whole or cut up vegies
as the preferred option for Crunch&Sip®.

Supported by

Learn more at crunchandsip.com.au
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Learn more at crunchandsip.com.au

Crunch on vegetables (A5)

Foods allowed for Crunch&Sip (A5)
Packing a healthy lunchbox

Kids concentrate best in the classroom when they have healthy snacks at recess and lunch. Try to limit the processed
foods when packing the lunchbox and reach for these quick and easy wholefood options instead.

The school lunchbox should contain around one-third of a child’s food for the day. Packing a wide variety of fresh and
healthy foods from the five food groups below provides the best opportunity for kids to grow and thrive.

SWAP THIS

Healthy swaps

Vegetables
as snacks or fillings

Fruit
as snacks or sides

Grains
wholegrain or multigrain

Dairy
plain and reduced-fat

Proteins
lean meats and alternatives

Crunch&Sip®
just veg and/or fruit and water

FOR THIS

Newsletter
inserts

NOT ALLOWED

Vegetables and fruit are both important food groups packed with a range
of nutrients that promote good health. However, while most primary school
children are doing a great job of eating enough fruit, only 1 in 16 are eating
enough vegetables. That’s why it’s important for children to get an extra
serve of vegetables during Crunch&Sip® breaks.

Supported by
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Use our newsletter inserts to remind parents
of the benefits of Crunch&Sip® and provide
them with interesting nutrition information
and plenty of inspiration.

DOWNLOAD NOW

Learn more at crunchandsip.com.au

Learn more at crunchandsip.com.au

Healthy swaps (A5)

Packing a healthy lunchbox (A5)

Put some CRUNCH into your day!

Re-fuel with Crunch&Sip®

Australian children are not eating enough vegetables. Primary school aged children
need between 4 and 5 serves every day. Eating vegetables will benefit:

Crunch&Sip® is a set break within class time for kids to crunch on
vegetables or fruit brought from home, and rehydrate with water.

• bones and joints
• brain and nervous system
• energy and metabolism

• heart and circulation
• hydration
• immunity

• skin
• vision
AND they taste great!

Why not pack some fresh vegies for Crunch&Sip®?
Try carrot sticks, cherry tomatoes, snow peas,
broccoli and cauliflower pieces, celery or cucumber.

While most students eat enough fruit,
only 1 in 16 get enough vegies every day.

Supported by

Crunch&Sip® breaks are a great opportunity to boost the vegies so make
sure you pack them often. Try for variety by packing vegies in a range of
colours and encourage kids to crunch on new foods.

Supported by

Students who eat vegies and fruit more frequently tend to perform better in
the classroom, so these breaks are a win for students, parents and teachers.

Learn more at crunchandsip.com.au

Learn more at crunchandsip.com.au

Put some CRUNCH into your day (DL)

Re-fuel with Crunch&Sip® (DL)

Eat a RAINBOW of vegetables everyday!
Different coloured vegetables provide different nutrients for growing bodies. Supplying kids with lots of different coloured
vegies and fruits each day is the best kick-start we can give them for health, growth, and concentration in the classroom.

RED

Cherry tomato, radish, red capsicum,
red apple, cherries, strawberries

GREEN

Sugar snap peas, green apple, pear,
cucumber, broccoli, grapes, frozen peas

ORANGE & YELLOW

Corn, yellow capsicum, apricots,
mandarin, carrots, rockmelon

PURPLE

Purple grapes, purple carrots,
blueberries, plums, blackberries

WHITE & BROWN

Cauliflower, nashi pears, mushrooms,
white nectarine, banana

Supported by

Learn more at crunchandsip.com.au

Eat a RAINBOW of vegetables everyday (DL)
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How to Crunch&Sip®

How to Crunch&Sip®

For teachers who are new to Crunch&Sip®, wrapping your head around 30 children
eating vegies and fruit during class time can be a little overwhelming! The good news
is that once your class has settled into a daily rhythm, the Crunch&Sip® break can help
with learning and concentration at the same time as boosting nutrition. To make this
a smooth transition we have put together this guide for teachers.

Crunch&Sip® is an easy and practical way to encourage kids to eat
more vegetables and fruit, which helps teach them healthy habits
from a young age.

A guide for teachers

A guide for parents

To Crunch&Sip® every day, send your child to school with:
• A clean, clear bottle filled with water.

Here is how we suggest introducing Crunch&Sip® into your classroom:

• A serve of easy to eat vegetables or fruit for the classroom.

1. Get the message out to students. Talk about what they need to do to participate
and distribute resources that prompt them such as bookmarks. Order online at
crunchandsip.com.au/resources/order-resources.
2. Get the message out to parents. Order or download brochures, letters or parent reminder magnets to send home
with students. Place inserts in the school newsletter, on social media or discuss at school meetings/assemblies.
Order or download from crunchandsip.com.au/resources.
3. Set clear Crunch&Sip® classroom rules.
4. Establish a time each day for a Crunch&Sip® break. This is flexible to the needs of your students and school
timetable. The break is not intended to be a ‘mini-recess’.

NOT ALLOWED
Vegetable products (e.g. vegetable breads,
popcorn, chips, vegetable pastries).

• Vegetables canned in water with no added salt.

ALLOWED

NOT ALLOWED

Vegetables

Vegetable products (e.g. vegetable breads,
popcorn, chips, vegetable pastries).

• All fresh vegetables (e.g. celery, carrot sticks,
broccoli bits etc).
• Vegetables canned in water with no added salt.

Attach these fact sheets to emails or display
them in your school’s reception area to
communicate Crunch&Sip® information
and tips to school staff and parents.

ALLOWED
Vegetables
• All fresh vegetables (e.g. celery, carrot sticks,
broccoli bits, etc).

Which foods are allowed?

Fact sheets

What can I pack?

Fruit

Fruit
• All fresh fruit (whole or chopped) or canned
fruit in natural juice.
• Dried fruit (please limit, dried fruit should not
be a daily snack).

Marinated vegetables.

Water

‘Fruit’ products (e.g. fruit leather, roll-ups, bars,
jams, fruit cakes).

• All fresh fruit (whole or chopped) or canned
fruit in natural juice.
• Dried fruit (please limit, dried fruit should not
be a daily snack).

Water

Fruit canned in syrup or with artificial sweeteners.

‘Fruit’ products (e.g. fruit leather, roll-ups, bars,
jams, fruit cakes).
Fruit canned in syrup or with artificial sweeteners.

Drinks other than plain water (including fruit or
vegetable juices).

Crunch&Sip® trade secrets
Keep them fresh

Drinks other than plain water (including fruit or
vegetable juices).

• Only plain water.

• Only plain water.

Marinated vegetables.

• Prevent freshly cut fruit from browning across the day by squeezing some lemon over it, or dunking it in soda water
before packing.
• Store Crunch&Sip® in an airtight container.
• Keep Crunch&Sip® vegetables juicy and crisp by laying a cold, wet paper towel on top of your cut up vegie sticks
before securing the lid.
• Pack an ice block with your Crunch&Sip® to cool vegies in summer.

Supported by
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02/2022

02/2022

How to Crunch&Sip®
guide for teachers

How to Crunch&Sip®
guide for parents

Crunch on vegetables

DOWNLOAD NOW

Most Aussie kids do a great job of getting enough fruit each day, however only one in every 16 is eating the
recommended serves of vegetables. Primary school aged children need between four and five serves each day, and
even better if the vegies are in a variety of colours. Read below for our top tips to get even the fussiest of munchers
crunching on colourful vegetables!

What is a serve?
1/2 cup
cooked
veg

1 cup
raw or
fresh
1/2 cup
beans or
legumes

FIVE ways to encourage kids to eat more vegies
1. Send vegetables for Crunch&Sip®
Some kids get distracted at break times, but Crunch&Sip® is a guaranteed time for kids to eat something healthy with
their peers. Make the most of it by providing raw or cooked vegies to give them a brain boost and a full tummy all the
way until the next break.

2. Keep kids involved
Encourage your child to choose their vegie snack to pack for the day, or let them help prepare it with you. Being
involved in selection and preparation can mean they are far more likely to eat what is in their lunchbox.

3. Plant vegies with your kids
Research shows that children are more likely to eat produce they have grown themselves. Start with things that are
quick and easy to grow, like romaine lettuce, cherry tomatoes, or bok choy. Don’t have much space? Don’t worry,
these can be grown in small pots outside or even on windowsills.

4. Make reaching for vegies the easy option
Kids like to reach for snacks that are ready to go, and that can be eaten on the move. Having pre-cut vegies available in
the home makes healthy snacking easier and forms good habits early. Spending an extra few minutes preparing vegies
saves you the stress of saying “no” to sugary snacks when hunger strikes.

5. Take the pressure off
Make mealtimes a relaxed and social occasion and model healthy eating rather than placing pressure to eat certain
foods. If children feel pressured they may reject foods being encouraged.
If vegetables have become a battleground, try stepping back and encouraging children to explore vegetables without
the expectation that they will eat them. For example create vegie faces or cars with cut up vegetables and toothpicks,
use broccoli florets and potato shapes as paintbrushes to create vegie art, or explore the colour and texture of
different vegetables.
Supported by
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Crunch on vegetables
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Crunch the Rainbow Challenge
Crunch the Rainbow is a challenge that
encourages students to crunch on different
coloured vegetables and fruit and drink water.

Name:
School:

Year level:

Prove you are the ultimate Crunch&Sip-per by taking part
in our fun four week Crunch the Rainbow Challenge.

Challenges
Use one of our fun challenges. Challenges
are a great way to get your school excited
about healthy eating and keep the
motivation up! Choose from our three
challenges to KickStart healthy habits in
your school or classroom this year.

DOWNLOAD NOW
If you would like to order hard copy challenge
cards please follow the link below.

Show us the colours you are eating by colouring the vegie ( ) and fruit ( )
shapes with the colour of the foods you eat for Crunch&Sip® each day.
Aim for a rainbow!
Don’t forget to sip some water too and colour in the water drop!
Remember to be brave and try some new vegies and fruits. Colour in a
star each time you try something new.
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Encourage your class to aim for a rainbow!
Children can colour the vegie (V) and fruit
(F) shapes with the colour of the vegetables
and fruits they eat for Crunch&Sip® each day.
Don’t forget to remind them to sip on water
and fill in the raindrop.

Friday

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Students can enter the draw to win an
awesome Crunch&Sip® prize pack by
sending completed challenge sheets to
schools@cancerwa.asn.au or mailing them
to Crunch&Sip®, Level 1, 420 Bagot Road,
Subiaco WA 6008.

Enter the draw to win an awesome Crunch&Sip® prize pack by sending
your completed challenge sheet to schools@cancerwa.asn.au or mail to
Crunch&Sip®, Level 1, 420 Bagot Road, Subiaco WA 6008.

FILL THIS CHALLENGE
How many 10 litre buckets can we fill with Crunch&Sip®?

We have eaten

serves and filled

buckets this term!
Full bucket (40 serves)

3/4 bucket (30 serves)

1/2 bucket (20 serves)

ORDER NOW

1/4 bucket (10 serves)

How much you will fill in one day

Days to fill

If 10 students have 1 serve each = 1/4 (2.5L)

4

If 15 students have 1 serve each = 3/8 (3.75L)

3

If 20 students have 1 serve each = 1/2 (5L)

2

If 25 students have 1 serve each = 5/8 (6.25L)

2

If 30 students have 1 serve each = 3/4 (7.5L)

2

Fill This Challenge
Fill This is a classroom activity that challenges
students to tally up the vegetables eaten for
Crunch&Sip® over time.
Classrooms will set their goal (i.e. to fill a
bucket or school bag) and each day will
record their collective Crunch&Sip® to
gradually fill their chosen container. Start a
school challenge and see which classroom
can fill the fastest.

What is a serve?
1/2 cup
cooked
1 cup
raw

Supported by
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Challenges

DOWNLOAD NOW
If you would like to order hard copy challenge
cards please follow the link below.

Munch Month

MUNCH MONTH

Write or draw the vegetable
you eat each day in your calendar.

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Place your sticker here!

Use one of our fun challenges. Challenges
are a great way to get your school excited
about healthy eating and keep the
motivation up! Choose from our three
challenges to KickStart healthy habits in
your school or classroom this year.

Munch Month is a month-long
classroom event that challenges
students to crunch on vegetables for
Crunch&Sip® every day. Simply print a
card for each student and encourage
them to draw or write the vegetable
they have eaten that day.
Alternatively you can contact us to
place an order and we will post the
cards out to you.
Tally the classroom results at the end
of the month and turn this into an
exciting real time graph activity.

ORDER NOW
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Lesson 1 – Planting Seeds
®

Crunch&Sip
Operation: Vegetables
Curriculum Resource K – PP

Classroom
activities
Vegetable and fruit colouring in
Complement Crunch&Sip® by learning
about fruit and vegetables in your
classroom with our Crunch&Sip®
classroom activities.

AZ
TO

OF FRUIT AND VEGETABLES

Vegetable and fruit colouring in

Curriculum resources

Design a Crunch&Sip® Ad Competition
Design our next Crunch&Sip® ad and win!
We are looking for an ad that promotes eating a variety of vegetables and fruits and drinking water for Crunch&Sip®.
Create your design in the box below and make sure to include lots and lots of vegies and some water too!

DOWNLOAD NOW
Enter the draw to win an awesome Crunch&Sip® prize pack by sending your finished ad to
schools@cancerwa.asn.au or mail to Crunch&Sip®, Level 1, 420 Bagot Road, Subiaco WA 6008.
Supported by

Design a Crunch&Sip® ad competition
O F F R U I T A N D V E G E TA B L E S

Curriculum resources
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Packed with Goodness.
Support Crunch&Sip® and the learning of healthy habits by hosting a healthy lunchbox
session for the parents at your school.
Our Packed with Goodness sessions are FREE and are available to parents at all Western
Australian primary schools. The sessions run for approximately one hour and cover the
following topics:
• the importance of fruit and vegies for kids
• tips for packing a healthy lunchbox
• healthy alternatives to pre-packaged snacks
• label reading
• the best drink choices for kids
Each parent takes home a free resource
kit packed with information and
goodies to get started.

BOOK NOW
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Feedback
Your feedback is extremely
important!
In the coming weeks you will receive a link to a
KickStart feedback form. We appreciate you taking
the time to answer our questions and will use your
feedback to improve on what we do. Evaluating our
programs allows us to demonstrate benefit to your
school community and receive ongoing funding to
continue offering grants and support to WA schools.
The first 10 respondents will receive a $150 gift
voucher to use at your local hardware or electrical
goods store. In the meantime, get busy using all the
fantastic resources within this toolkit.
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Go above and beyond
Are you interested in more healthy school programs? Why not get in touch with one of the organisations listed below and provide
your school with extra nutrition support.
Refresh.ED
The Refresh.ED website provides registered users with free
quality K-10 food and nutrition teaching materials which
align with the Australian Curriculum and one of four key food
and nutrition focus areas (food and drink source, choice,
experience, or health). It also provides professional learning
videos and information sheets on key nutrition topics.
Find out more at refreshedschools.health.wa.gov.au

Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden Foundation
The Kitchen Garden Classroom, developed by Stephanie
Alexander’s Kitchen Garden Foundation (SAKGF), is a program
that supports teachers to deliver pleasurable food education
in the classroom. Schools who sign up to the program will
gain access to teaching resources aligned to the Australian
Curriculum, recipes, information sheets and videos, professional
learning opportunities and email and phone support.

Fair Game
Fair Game’s Healthy Communities program is available for remote
and underserviced communities. Healthy Communities uses
fun, interactive health education activities to engage children in
evidence-based practices in the areas of oral (Healthy Smiles), feet
(Healthy Feet), ear (Healthy Ears), hand hygiene (Healthy Hands),
nutrition (Healthy Bellies), and smoking prevention (Healthy
Lungs). This program is designed by health care professionals and
assists in the prevention of communicable and chronic disease.
Find out more at fairgame.org.au/our-programs

Western Australian School Canteen
Association Inc. (WASCA)
The Western Australian School Canteen Association Inc.
(WASCA) assists school canteens and other food services
to provide and promote healthy choices and operate
economically viable and professional businesses.
Find out more at waschoolcanteens.org.au

Foodbank
Foodbank WA has a few programs in which can support
your schools these include:
Superhero Foods HQ.
Superhero Foods is an online resource providing
teachers and health educators with access to a host of
highly engaging nutrition education resources.
School Breakfast Program
Foodbank WA’s School Breakfast Program provides food
products to registered schools free of charge to ensure
that all students have an equal opportunity to receive a
wholesome, nutritious breakfast on a regular basis.
Food Sensations® for Schools
The Food Sensations® for Schools Program is a fun
and hands-on nutrition education program which is
available to School Breakfast Program schools.
Find out more at foodbank.org.au/homepage/
who-we-help/schools/?state=wa
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Contact Us
P: 08 9212 4333
E: schools@cancerwa.asn.au
W: crunchandsip.com.au
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